2004 Porsche 911 / 996 Carrera
Lot sold
USD 154 824 - 176 941
GBP 140 000 - 160 000 (listed)
Year of manufacture 2004
Mileage 7 633 km / 4 743 mi
Gearbox Manual
Chassis number WPOZZZ99Z45691457
Lot number 603
Drive RHD
Condition Used
Location
Exterior colour Other
Car type Other
Engine number 63426760
Exterior brand colour Whie

Description
One of only 113 UK-supplied. C16-spec carsWhite with red the best colour combination7,633warranted miles from newOnly two owners from newServiced and supplied by
Porsche Centre Leicester from newAt the end of production of the 996 Porsche first came up with the idea of building a track and performance-focused 911 and to call it GT3, or
in extreme guise GT3 RS. This was the car that started that trend which continues to the current day based predominantly on their 911 Carrera Cup car from their own onemake series. For some - the fact that this car was the originator of the road car derivative - makes it the holy grail of the whole GTS RS generation that followed.Certainly with a
UK C16 production run of just 113 units in right-hand drive - it is today one of the rarest.So to find a car with just one owner prior to our private vendor and also a car that has
never been on the track is an extremely rare thing. But here we are with this very special GT3 RS acquired from Porsche Centre Leicester just 3 years ago with a perfect OPC
main dealer service history. Today it has covered just 7,500 miles from new and has been 'rev checked' with no discrepancies found. (In fact, it has only been to the red line
once!) It is priced realistically today, for such a special car, and still has both the fire extinguisher and race harnesses in their respective boxes, as it was when delivered new. It
has hardly been used for the last three years but still serviced to manufacturer's schedule and correctly stored. An amazing opportunity for the real enthusiast.2004 Porsche
911 GT3 RS (996)https://youtu.be/bY0EWpIcy2gfalse
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